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Summary

The Department of Health has commissioned this evaluation of the pilot Health Technology Cooperatives (HTCs), which are part of its research infrastructure. Its purpose is to explore how this initiative has affected relationships between clinical, industrial and academic partners; how the HTCs fit into the current health innovation landscape; and the alignment of HTC activities to the goals set out in the NIHR strategy. 

Since the HTC scheme was intended to focus on medical devices, this review investigated how medical device development is being pursued by other similar entities in England, Australia and the USA. The key question was whether the institutional relationships initiated by the HTCs are contributing to the health research system in England and if this scheme is the most effective way of pursuing these relationships.

This review had no specific theory or hypothesis to test, so information was gathered so as to allow key conclusions to be drawn and linked to existing theories. This review used documented evidence from the institutions involved as well as interviews. As the interviews are essentially a perceptions audit of senior people at the HTCs, we tried, as far as possible, to encourage interviewees to support the views they expressed and the claims they made with tangible examples. However, given our wider knowledge of the health research system, we felt that the claims made by interviewees were reasonable and credible.

The pilot HTCs, Devices for Dignity (D4D) and Bowel Function HTC (enteric), initially pursued different operational models: the former pursued a structured management model with defined roles within the management team, while the latter adopted more flexible management responsibilities. Both have now settled into formalised project evaluation systems, supported by wide-ranging stakeholder networks.

Both pilot HTCs have established a pipeline of products that range from near-market technologies to longer-term development projects and have found other sources of funding to develop these technologies.

Both pilot HTCs have reached the initial stage of becoming national services through the development of expert networks. There remain some issues with their level of profile, mainly due to the 'pilot' label, which may hinder the development of new relationships.

There is an identified need to engage NHS clinical staff and management in medical device development and also to encourage greater involvement of small companies. The HTC concept is currently the only medical device-specific entry point into the innovation pathway and both pilot HTCs have found enthusiastic NHS collaborators. Both HTCs agree that being hosted by a NHS Trust has been key to their progress.

All HTC-like organisations have found themselves dealing with unexpectedly high numbers of potential, and high-quality, projects, including some that may not have been identified otherwise. All are considered to be providing a unique service by their users, according to the interviewees.

All HTC-like organisations state that some form of Government funding is required to support basic administrative functions and initial scientist/clinician time. Currently this is obtained from charities, foundations, donors, or the Government.

Most other HTC-like organisations around the world serve a sustained function, with the exception of those in Australia which have fixed terms.

There is general agreement that intellectual property rights cannot provide a viable income stream for HTC-like organisations and that fee-charging could present a barrier to developing many new innovations.

The pilot HTCs have shown that there are different, but equally legitimate, management approaches to the clinician-industry-patient relationship. These different approaches are reflections both of the disease field and the host institution culture. Neither HTC has concluded how best to sustain activities in the long term, particularly core management facilities such as supporting initial meetings with potential partners and early development of technologies from non-commercial sources.

These core HTC activities are unlikely to attract private sector funding as they are providing a ‘public good’ in their initial contact and evaluation stages.

Core funding should cover the costs of full-time staff for project management and relationship management, with part-time funding for administration and both clinical and research leads. Funding must also cover clinical evaluation time, including that of specialists whose roles are difficult to replace at their host institutions.

Given the remit of the HTCs and the experiences of those managing them, it would be appropriate for competition-based Government funding to cover core management functions which, for medical device innovation, seems to be a key public good.